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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

It has long been thought that math is a universal language with its meanings
conveyed through symbols and numbers. It is a misconception that I possessed until I
began working with English language learners (ELLs) and recognized that math is not as
free of language as I thought. If math is a universal language, that would mean all
students, regardless of their language, enter math with the same probability of success
as native speakers (NS). Having worked in first and fifth grade elementary classrooms
with ELLs, I have seen the challenge the language of math presents.
The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) has created principles
for mathematics that are language heavy (National Council of Teachers of Mathematics,
2000). Such principles are reflected in the academic standards chosen by the state of
Minnesota. The rigor and analytical skills necessary for solving math problems are
commendable. All students should be held to high academic standards, but we cannot
forget that barriers may prevent some learners from showing their whole knowledge.
The emphasis on language-heavy problem-solving skills is also reflected in the highstakes tests that all students, NS and ELL alike, must take in mathematics. As a result,
ELLs are facing an extra challenge in the test-taking process.
In Minnesota, students are tested for academic proficiency using the Minnesota
Comprehensive Assessments (MCAs) in mathematics as well as reading and science.
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The state has cycled through different versions of the test, starting with the original
MCAs, moving to the MCA-IIs, and implementing the MCA-IIIs in the 2010-2011 school
year. From 2007-2010, schools had the option of testing ELLs using the Mathematics
Test for English Language Learners (MTELL) in lieu of the MCA-II. This test offered the
accommodations of being computer-based, having simplified language and including
more visuals. Beginning in the spring of 2011 all ELLs were tested using the MCA-III,
unless they qualified with an Individual Education Plan (IEP) to take the MCA-Modified
(Minnesota Department of Education [MDE], 2010b). For the purpose of this study the
groups of students referenced will only include students not on an IEP.
As a proctor for the MCA-IIs for fifth-grade ELLs at an urban elementary school
during the 2009-2010 school year, I came to appreciate the complexity of the language
on these tests. Throughout the state, schools are able to select accommodations for
their ELLs on the math assessment. During the 2009-2010 school year students could be
given the MTELL, the standard version of the MCA-II, or a version of the MCA-IIs that
allowed the proctor to read the questions out loud to the students. The school I worked
at chose to accommodate ELLs by reading the questions out loud to students. A
bilingual Education Assistant (EA) was also available for translating the directions,
although this accommodation was only relevant to students that shared the EA’s native
language, Karen, which was about half of the students. As the EA and I were not
allowed to explain or restate information on the test, the act of reading test problems
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out loud seemed ineffective. The EA relayed to me that the Karen students did not
understand the translated questions because the language was too challenging.
I encountered questions as well from students that were misinterpreting the
word problems that were language heavy. One question took me, a NS, multiple
readings to understand what it was asking. Observations such as these provide insight
into why these tests might be problematic for ELLs. During this time I developed an
acute awareness of how challenging the language of math is, especially for ELLs.
The MCAs are used as a means to measure a district’s progress toward academic
standards and as a way for Minnesota to demonstrate Adequate Yearly Progress (AYP),
the requirement put forth by the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) of 2001 (No Child Left
Behind Act, 2002). Regardless of length of time in country, ELLs are required to take this
high-stakes math assessment. The language on tests similar to these usually includes
academic vocabulary that is beyond the reading and comprehension levels of ELLs
(Abedi, Bailey, Butler, Castellon-Wellington, Leon, & Mirocha, 2005; Abedi & Lord, 2001;
Brown, 2005; Martiniello, 2008, 2009; Wolf & Leon, 2009; Wright & Li, 2008).
ELLs require at least five to seven years to learn academic English, even if they
are conversationally fluent (Cummins, 1992). When students have not had
opportunities to explore and develop the necessary language of these tests, the validity
of the test must be questioned. In the past, much of the focus in the area of English as a
second language (ESL) has been placed on literacy, often overlooking the needs of these
students in mathematics (Beal, Adams & Cohen, 2010). More education professionals
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now understand that math is language-heavy with vocabulary that can be problematic
for ELLs. It should be noted by ESL teachers and content teachers alike that language
and vocabulary need to be addressed in the context of teaching mathematics. This
chapter introduces the issues for ELLs associated with mathematics vocabulary on the
MCA-IIIs.
A variety of issues and considerations exist and has been researched in relation
to ELLs and high-stakes testing. The scores of ELLs on math achievement tests have
been widely concluded to be lower than the scores of their NS peers (Abedi & Lord,
2001; Erichsrud & Johnstone, 2007; Martiniello 2008, 2009; Wolf & Leon, 2009; Wright
& Li, 2008). There have also been investigations that look specifically at the role that
language plays with ELLs and math word problems on assessments (Bresser, Melanese,
& Sphar, 2009; Brown, 2005; Martiniello, 2008). The role of accommodations for ELLs
on high-stakes math tests has also been analyzed (Abedi, 2009; Abedi & Lord, 2001; Beal
et al., 2010; Kiplinger, Haug, & Abedi, 2000).
Factors of reading proficiency and comprehension of vocabulary play a role in
deciphering math word problems (Abedi & Lord, 2001; Beal et al., 2010; Martiniello,
2009; Wright & Li, 2008). Academic language also affects ELLs’ success in the classroom
and on assessments (Chamot & O’Malley, 1994; Cummins, 2000; Schleppegrell, 2004,
2007). At the heart of this paper are the various reasons and types of vocabulary that
are the potential problem for ELLs in math (Brown, 2005; Martiniello 2008, 2009;
Rubenstein & Thompson, 2002; Shaftel, Belton-Kocher, Glassnapp & Poggio, 2006; Wolf
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& Leon 2009; Wright & Li, 2008). With the wide range of studies conducted with ELLS
and math, there currently is no research documenting the potentially problematic math
vocabulary on the math MCA-IIIs.
Guiding Questions
To determine what type of vocabulary exists on the math MCA-IIIs I am conducting a
usage study of the vocabulary from the sample tests. In doing so I seek to describe:
What vocabulary is potentially problematic for ELLs on the math MCA-III word problems?

a) What vocabulary has multiple meanings in math and everyday language?
b) What vocabulary exists that is found in math and other academic language?
c) What vocabulary exists in everyday language that has a comparable but more
precise meaning in math?
d) What is the technical vocabulary that exists only in math contexts?
e) What vocabulary is math specific but occurs frequently and is understood
readily in everyday language?
f) What homonyms with everyday language exist?
g) What vocabulary occurs as different parts of speech?
h) What vocabulary occurs as a complex string of words or phrases?
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Role of the Researcher
As the researcher, I am assuming that the math MCA-IIIs contain problematic
language for ELLs. As I investigated this language, I only had access to sample test items
put on the Minnesota Department of Education (MDE) website. Due to the high-stakes
nature of the MCAs actual tests are not available for viewing, so the sample tests were
used to provide a snapshot of what is on the assessments. As the researcher I did not
interview students for their input and therefore my choices of problematic language
was based on my analysis of the potential problems with the language. I am not
attempting to show correlation between problematic language and test scores. The
purpose of the study is to create a document that describes potentially problematic
language on the math MCA-IIIs for ELLs and classify why it is considered as such.
Vocabulary is only one of many potential issues facing ELLs on math word problems.
Vocabulary along with syntax and discourse play into the ELLs’ ability to construct the
meaning of word problems and cannot necessarily be considered mutually exclusive of
each other. Addressing each of these issues is beyond the scope of this paper though.
Looking at the vocabulary used on the mathematics MCA-IIIs in a critical manner
provided a list of challenging language that exists on these assessments. This particular
topic had not been researched on the math MCA-IIIs. ESL and content teachers alike
will have a heightened awareness of what particular language is potentially problematic
on these assessments. Teachers can use this information to help guide their instruction.
Teaching vocabulary terms is not a means to an end as far as making the content
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comprehensible for ELLs, but one of the steps that should be taken when teaching math
and making it more accessible to ELLs. In an era where the stakes are high on
assessments, teachers need to guide students the best they can towards success.
Improving upon their academic vocabulary will not only help them in the classroom but
on the tests as well.
Summary
In this chapter I discussed the importance and timeliness of this study by
highlighting its relevance in relation to high stakes testing. I previewed the literature
that supports the relationship of vocabulary acquisition and math assessments.
Additionally I have stated my role as the researcher and my bias in believing that the
vocabulary discussed is problematic and the understanding that my findings in this study
are based on supported analysis, not proof.
In Chapter 2 I present the literature relevant to math vocabulary and ELLs.
Chapter two looks at the relationship of math test scores and ELLs, language
accommodations, reading comprehension and proficiency and why math vocabulary is
challenging for ELLs. Chapter 3 outlines my qualitative research design and the methods
I used for data collection. I discuss the process of word selection, category creations and
categorization process. In Chapter 4, the results of this study are presented by category
and grade level. The results show which categories and grades have the most
potentially problematic vocabulary and provide examples of words in each category. In
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chapter five I discuss my key findings of the complexity of vocabulary and defining
words. In doing so I break down results and discuss rationale for word placement in
particular categories. Additionally Chapter 5 looks at the limitations of the study,
implications for teachers and other professionals, recommendations for further study. I
discuss how I will disseminate the results and reflect on what I learned in the process of
this study.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

The purpose of this study is to examine the vocabulary used on word problems
for the math MCA-IIIs and identify what vocabulary is potentially problematic for ELLs.
The development of academic language for ELLs takes five to seven years (Cummins,
1992) and yet ELLs are expected to demonstrate math skills through word problems on
high-stakes tests before becoming proficient in English (Brown, 2005; Martiniello, 2009;
Shaftel et al., 2006; Wright & Li, 2008).
This chapter presents an overview of the connection between math and
language, particularly in the scope of assessments. The chapter addresses the poor
performance of ELLs on high-stakes tests similar to the MCAs and the potential role
language plays in their low performance on the assessments. I look at what
accommodations are available for ELLs and what research shows about these
accommodations. I then describe academic language and the challenges involved in
acquiring it. The final sections conclude with a detailed look at the language of
mathematics and why it may be problematic.
High-Stakes Mathematics Tests and ELLs
With the requirements set forth by NCLB, all students in Minnesota in Grades 3-8
and Grade 11 participate in the math MCAs, regardless of length of time in the country
(NCLB, 2002). This means that ELLs, whether they have been in the school for two years
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or two weeks will participate in high-stakes testing. Under NCLB, ELLs are referred to as
limited English proficient (LEP). For reading assessments LEP students are exempt from
taking the state assessment if they have been in school in the United States for 12
months or less. In the case of math, all students must take the test, although schools
can exclude the results of recently arrived LEP students from one cycle of the school’s
AYP determination (US Department of Education, 2002). Once ELLs’ scores are counted,
the students and the schools fall into labels created by NCLB, and when the label is does
not meet proficiency, as the data reflect many ELLs are, it carries a stigma for the
student and the school. It has been questioned whether or not such testing is a valid
form of assessment (Abedi & Lord, 2001; Erichsrud & Johnstone, 2007; Martiniello, 2008,
2009; Wright & Li, 2007; Wolf & Leon, 2009).
ELLs score lower on high-stakes math assessments compared with their English
proficient peers (Abedi & Lord, 2001; Martiniello, 2008; Pierce & Fontaine, 2009; Shaftel
et al., 2006). Using math test questions from the National Assessment of Educational
Progress, Abedi and Lord (2001), compared test scores of ELLs with proficient English
speakers and showed a significantly higher mean test score for proficient speakers. The
mean score for ELLs, out of 25 questions, was at 11.56, while proficient speakers mean
score was 15.14, (Abedi & Lord, 2001). Martinello (2008) noted significant differences in
NS and ELL scores in her study as well. Martinello extracted data from the 2003
Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessments to demonstrate the disproportionate
difficulty the questions presented for ELLs. Only 14. 4% of ELLs scored at proficient or
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above on the assessments, while 42.7% of non-ELLs scored proficient or above
(Martiniello, 2008). The gap in performance is biggest on word problems and smallest
for problems focusing on computation skills (Abedi, 2004; Mestre, 1998). There is a
question of why the disparity; it seems ELLs possess the skills to do math but perhaps
not to read it. Testing should be a reflection of what the students know about the
content and often language proficiency prevents ELLs from expressing that knowledge
(Abedi, 2004; Mestre, 1998). Students cannot show their math content knowledge if
they cannot interpret the vocabulary and language structures of the test (Abedi, 2004).
The pressure placed on schools from NCLB articulates the problem. By 2014 all
students are expected to have 100% proficiency on their reading and math assessments
(NCLB, 2002). Although the goal is valuable, it is not necessarily attainable, particularly
when considering ELLs. One of the major issues with the LEP subgroup is that it is not
static over time. Students that meet the state standards for LEP one year may get
moved out the next, although their English is still far below their NS peers (Abedi, 2004).
Another point of contention is the schools with higher levels of LEP students start with a
lower baseline of proficient scores, making the gap between NCLB’s proficient and
below proficient standards that much larger and harder to close.
In Minnesota, ELLs showed improvement from 2007-2010 with math scores on
the MTELL; even still, the majority of ELLs taking the MTELL, the test specifically
designed for ELLs, did not meet the proficiency standards (MDE, 2010c). The computerbased MTELL simplified language and incorporated visuals to aid in student
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comprehension, yet the percentage of passing scores were still below the standards.
Third grade students demonstrated the highest level of proficiency where 52.4% met
the standards, while only 4.2% of 11th-graders met the standards’ requirements. As the
grade level increases, the percent meeting proficiency decreases (MDE, 2010c). It is
difficult to determine whether the drop in scores is a result of the math complexity, the
language complexity, or a combination of both. Looking at the language on the tests at
the different grade levels may identify if more problematic language exists at the highergrade levels.
An exhaustive look at the issues surrounding high-stakes math tests, ELLs, and
NCLB is beyond the scope of this paper. It is important to consider these issues though
when looking at the language that is used on the assessments as well as the
accommodations available for ELLs. The next section will provide an overview of the
role of accommodations on math assessments and specifically the MCAs.
Language Accommodations on Mathematics Assessments
Equity must exist when assessing ELLs in mathematics and one of the ways of
doing so is to provide accommodations for ELLs (NCTM, 2000). Reasonable
accommodations are also required for ELLs on math assessments under NCLB (NCLB,
2002). One suggested accommodation by NCLB is to offer the test in the students’
native language when considered appropriate by the school district. Most districts do
not offer such accommodation though, not seeing it as a viable option (Wright & Li,
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2008). Considering that in Minnesota students come from over 100 different home
languages, it likely is not feasible to offer such an accommodation. Offering the test in
the students’ native language also assumes that they are literate in their first language,
which is often not the case. However, other accommodations have been provided for
the math MCA-IIs.
In Minnesota, from 2007-2010, the main accommodation for ELLs was to take
the MTELL. Although the language was simplified, the MTELL was aligned with the
Minnesota standards, the same as the MCAs. Other options for testing included using a
version of the MCA-II where the questions and directions were read aloud to students
by the proctor, or educators could choose to have higher-level ELLs take the exam
without accommodations. All students participating in the exam have unlimited time.
The MTELL was retired in the spring of 2010, as a new version of the MCA, the MCA-III,
began being used for Grades 3-8. It is aligned with the 2007 Math Academic Standards
and can be administered either online or as a written exam (MDE, 2010b). According to
the MDE website, the MCA-III developers used the experience with MTELL to develop
simplified language (MDE, 2010a). Students in 11th grade continue to take the MCA-II
in written form only.
Language accommodations for ELLs on assessments have resulted in improved
test scores (Abedi, 2009; Abedi & Lord, 2001; Kiplinger et al., 2000). Various approaches
to assessment accommodations have been looked at to determine what specifically
improves scores. Kiplinger et al. (2000) concluded that by clarifying vocabulary, using
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glossaries on assessments, as well as simplifying the language on word problems, both
ELLs and NS fifth grade students improved scores. Abedi & Lord (2001) determined
there was improvement on math scores for both ELL and NS fourth and eighth graders
when specific language was simplified on the tests. In this study the researchers
changed unfamiliar, low frequency words to high frequency, familiar words. Passive
voice was switched to active, long nominals were shortened, conditional and relative
clauses were removed or recast, and abstract presentations were made more concrete.
The ESL participants did show improvement, most notably with passive voice and
vocabulary adjustments; passive voice construction and vocabulary seemed to be the
most problematic factors influencing their comprehension.
Improvements in scores were reflected through other accommodations for ELLs
as well (Abedi, 2009). Scores improved when students had access to a pop-up glossary
on a computerized version of the study’s test. This glossary provided a gloss of the
particular word when students clicked the mouse over it. This proved to be a heavily
used resource for those taking the computerized test. Other accommodations that
were available in the study included extra time, customized dictionaries that had the
technical math terms removed, and small-group testing. The only accommodation that
did not show improved test scores was the small-group testing.
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Interplay of Language and Math
To understand what accommodations are viable and helpful, it helps to
understand what some of the issues are with ELLs and mathematics. A common
misunderstanding exists about the relationship of ELLs and math. According to Collier
1987, (as cited in Brown, 2005) many teachers believe that ELLs have the capability to
perform as well as their non-ESL peers in math because they believe language is not a
factor. If computation was the only element being measured, perhaps the field would
be more leveled. Abedi (2004) reveals that a gap between ELLs and English proficient
students not only exists on tests, but that this gap is found to be smallest in
computational math and greatest in word problems.
Language and math instruction are not separate entities but rather coexist
(Bresser, Melanese, & Sphar, 2009). This relationship is prevalent in word problems and
in the math lesson itself. An expectation exists that students can receive the input of
English to learn concepts and procedures and explain what they are doing in a problem.
The NCTM (2000) uses communication as one of its principles of teaching math because
it is such an integral part of curriculum. The NCTM principles want students to be able
to articulate their knowledge by bridging their understanding of familiar language and
formal math language. Following their principles, students can arrive at the
understanding that math language is similar to, if not the same as some everyday
language, but with a more precise or different meaning in math and is used to
strengthen understanding of concepts. The role of language in math is valuable and
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necessary, but it may put non-native speakers at a disadvantage when it comes to
measuring math skills if they are unable to read the math problems.
Word problems on high-stakes math test have been shown to be problematic for
ELLs. The idea of assessment is to determine proficiency in the content of math, yet for
ELLs it is looked at through a lens of complex language (Martiniello, 2008; Pierce &
Fontaine, 2009). There is a question of whether the students’ math scores are a true
representation of their math ability or their reading ability. Learning and solving word
problems in math is as much about language as it is about reading (NCTM, 2000).
Looking at the language of state assessments and how certain groups of ELLs performed,
it is apparent that language, particularly vocabulary, may be a determining factor of
success on these high-stakes tests (Abedi & Lord, 2001; Martiniello, 2008, 2009; Wright
& Li, 2007; Wolf & Leon, 2009). An overview follows of some of the potential factors
that influence ELLs success on mathematics word problems.
Reading fluency and math word problems
A direct correlation has been found between reading proficiency and success on
math word problems (Aiken, 1971; Beal et al., 2010; Kiplinger et al., 2000). Focusing on
secondary students’ mathematics problem solving and reading proficiency, Beal et al.
(2010) showed that reading proficiency predicted the students’ success on math tests.
The study was conducted on both ELLs and NSs with similar findings in the two groups.
The study looked at state achievement test scores, a software program that gave a pre
and post-test and an online tutorial system for math. The study concluded that English
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reading skill was related to math proficiency, although conversational English ability was
not a factor. Background data was not available for the ELLs though, making it difficult
to determine what underlying factors, such as literacy in their native language, may
have impacted their low reading proficiency and low test scores.
Aiken (1971) reviewed eight studies that were conducted between 1952 and
1968 that showed moderate positive correlations between reading ability and math
scores. The studies, conducted in various states, compared standardized test scores in
math and reading for students in grades ranging from third to 11th. This research was
not focused on ELLs, but does acknowledge that reading ability is positively correlated
with math problem solving; it is unclear though why this is so. These studies were
conducted prior to the language heavy NCTM principles for mathematics, but did
address the difficulty that processing of word problems can present.
Additionally Kiplinger et al., (2000) showed that certain accommodations on
language heavy math tests helped ELLs and NS that had low reading scores. Three test
forms were developed for the study with different levels of linguistic demands, but with
unaltered mathematic demands. Some students received an original version of test
items, some students were given tests with simplified English, while others were given
the “original” version but provided a glossary to help with vocabulary. Students that
were receiving failing grades in reading classes achieved higher scores on the simplified
English version and the glossary version of the test compared with the original version.
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The groups that did not show improvement were those students whose level of English
was extremely low as well as those that were fluent or native speakers.
The RAND Reading Study Group (2002) identifies numerous factors that
influence all students’ ability to comprehend any text. In considering the reader, RAND
considers the different capacities that each individual brings to a text including their
background knowledge and experience. Reading comprehension is a unique experience
for everyone as different factors and background of the individual will influence how the
text it is interpreted. Certain factors are all likely to influence reading comprehension.
Some of these factors include reading fluency, vocabulary knowledge, syntactic
knowledge, and discourse comprehension (RAND, 2000). Math assessments, although
not as text heavy as a book, article or reading assessments, still present text to the
reader and the reader must bring their knowledge base to the text for proper
comprehension and interpretation.
Other studies have addressed similar issues of reading comprehension. Wright
& Li (2008) discussed the struggles that ELLs had with the language used on their
assessment. Students with basic decoding skills in reading did not necessarily have the
comprehension skills to make meaning of what they read. Lack of vocabulary knowledge
also proved problematic for the students in their study.
Vocabulary comprehension in relation to reading proficiency appears a source of
problems in other studies as well. Nassaji (2004) notes the ability to read is strongly
correlated with the reader’s vocabulary knowledge. This is significant for ELLs reading
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math word problems. Abedi & Lord (2001) noted that students who stumbled on
particular words in their reading of math problems disrupted their understanding of
what was being read. Persistent pausing for unknown vocabulary is known to interrupt
comprehension (Adams, 1990, as cited in Abedi & Lord, 2001).
Part of the struggle English language learners encounter is the ability to filter
through the input they are receiving. Students who are devoting much of their cognitive
ability towards comprehension of the written words of math problems will have less
capability to devote to solving the math problems (Abedi, 2004; Beal et al., 2010;
Chamot & O’Malley, 1994; Mestre, 1998). It seems that when students spend their
energy focusing on the first task of reading, little energy is left to solve the actual task at
hand, which is the math problem.
Academic Language
In addition to reading proficiency, an area to consider in assessment and the
classroom is academic language. Academic language is language specific to school that
takes longer to learn than natural, everyday language (Chamot & O’Malley, 1994).
Schleppegrell (2004) defines academic language as the language of instruction and the
way knowledge is shared in the classroom, stating it is the medium used for exchanging
ideas. Learning to use language in this specialized way is one of the biggest challenges
of school (Schleppegrell, 2004). Most students come to school with a base of everyday
language and are given the opportunity to build upon it in the classroom (Schleppegrell,
2007). Gawned (1990) discusses how many students start school with a knowledge of
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early math curriculum, such as shapes, numbers and size. This is true for many native
speakers who have had opportunities to be exposed to this vocabulary, but not so for
many ELLs as well as some NS. Most ELLs come to school without a base of everyday
language in English, placing them at an immediate disadvantage. Academic language is
likely challenging for NS, but ELLs have to master everyday language and academic
language at the same time.
Cummins (2000) also identifies academic language as challenging for ELLs.
Cummins has looked at language in terms of conversational and academic language
proficiency. He identifies the conversational aspects as more context-embedded,
meaning that learners can derive meaning from non-linguistic cues whereas the
academic language is context-reduced language, and the learner has to derive meaning
of the language through linguistic cues. One must know the language to be able to do
so. This is typical of work in the academic thought processes (Cummins, 2000).
Academic language is a means to communicate complex thoughts and
relationships. It reflects a different type of thinking than conversational language.
Schleppegrell (2007) also notes how mathematical knowledge is acquired differently
than other subjects, as each subject has its own way of using the language. Learning the
language of a discipline cannot be separated from the actual discipline. The two must be
taught congruently. While learning everyday language, which is applied in a larger social
context than academic language, students must also learn classroom discourse, which is
highly rule-bound (Gawned, 1990). General academic language is specific to school, but
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not to a particular content area. This language is typically used in decontextualized
ways. Unlike everyday language, the environment of academic language usually does
not provide the context to help students make meaning of the words (Abedi et al., 2005).
The Language of Mathematics
There is significant disparity between ELLs and NSs on word problems in math
(Abedi, 2004; Abedi et al., 2005). Although math is not as language heavy as other
subjects, it presents a unique challenge because it is a language in its own right (Brown,
2005; Halliday, 1978; Martiniello, 2008; Schleppegrell, 2007). Halliday (1978)
determined that math has its own unique register. As a register, math language is used
for a particular function or context with its own specific words and structures. Others
have noted this unique and complex way of presenting mathematics as well.
Another aspect of mathematical language to note is its many symbolic and
context specific features (Gawned, 1990; Schleppegrell, 2007; Spanos et al., 1998).
Math uses visuals, word order and symbols in meaningful ways. These symbols and
forms must be taught and used in the context of math, otherwise, they carry little or
different meanings. Students must learn how to read and interpret not only the words
in the problems but the numbers and symbols as well (Adams, 2003). A further
examination of the vocabulary follows.
Mathematics-The Third Language
If mathematics is its own language, then ELLs are learning the language of math,
filtered through another language. Brown (2005) refers to math as the third language
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for ELLs. ELLs are responsible for learning English, a second (or more) language, and
math simultaneously. For most native speakers the task is less challenging, as they
already have the basis of the English language. Math can be considered a second
language for them, but without the challenge of interpreting it through a language that
is not their own. This third language can be considered a significant reason why math is
a troublesome subject for ELLs (Brown 2005).
As students are acquiring math language, another challenge faces them. The
language of math is limited to a very specific context: school (Adams, Thangata, King,
2005; Brown, 2005; Wright & Li, 2008). With such a narrow scope of use, students have
little opportunity to engage with the vocabulary. When ELLs hear these math terms,
they carry little meaning, either because the concept is new or they are hearing a
familiar word in an unfamiliar way (Brown, 2005). This can be troublesome for a
student to hear a word they are familiar with now carrying a different and specific
meaning in a math context (Gawned, 1990).
Researchers have defined and classified the vocabulary on math word problems
in different ways. Rubenstein and Thompson (2002) created a comprehensive table (see
Table 2.1) that organizes math vocabulary into 11 different categories of difficulty. The
Rubenstein and Thompson table focuses on math specific terms. Their table serves as a
foundational guide to analyze the vocabulary on math word problems in this study.
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Table 2.1. Vocabulary categories and examples
Category or Difficulty

Examples

1

Some words are shared by mathematics
and everyday English, but they have
different meanings in the two contexts

2.

Some mathematical words are shared with
English and have comparable meanings,
but the mathematical meaning is more
precise.

3.

Some mathematical terms are found only
in mathematical context
Some mathematical terms are
homonyms with everyday English words.
Some words have more than one
mathematical meaning

Right angle versus right answer
right angle versus right hand
Reflection as flipping over a line versus
reflection as thinking about something
Foot as 12 inches versus the foot of a leg
Difference as the answer to a
subtraction problem versus difference
as a general comparison.
Even as divisible by 2 versus even as
Smooth
quotient, decimal, denominator,
quadrilateral, parallelogram, isosceles
Sum versus some, arc versus ark,
pi versus pie, graphed versus graft
Round as a circle vs. to round a
number to the tenths place.
Second as a measure of time vs. second
as a location in a set of ordered items.
Divide in mathematics means to
separate into parts, but the Continental
Divide is a geographical term referring
to a ridge separates eastwardwestward flowing waters.
Factor and multiply, hundreds and
hundredths, numerator and denominator

4.
5.

6.

Some words shared with other disciplines
have different technical meanings in the
two disciplines

7.

Some mathematical words are related,
but students may confuse their distinct
meanings.
A single English word may translate into
Spanish or another language in two
different ways.
English spelling and usage may have
irregularities.

8.

9.

10.

Some mathematical concepts are
verbalized in more than one way.

11.

Students may adopt an informal term as
if it is a mathematical term.

In Spanish, the table at which we eat is
a mesa, but a mathematical table is a
tabla (Olivares, 1996)
Four has u but forty does not.
Fraction denominators, such as sixth,
fifth, fourth, and third, are like ordinal
numbers, but rather than second, the
next fraction is half
Skip count by threes vs. tell the
multiples of 3.
One-quarter vs. one-fourth
Diamond for rhombus
Corner for vertex

Adapted from Rubenstein, R. & Thompson, D.R., (2002). Understanding and supporting
children’s mathematical vocabulary development. Teaching Children Mathematics, 9(2), 107-112.
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Math vocabulary is noted as having potential problems for ELLs as it can impact
their problem solving proficiency with word problems (Mestre, 1998). The highly
specific math words, those unique to the register, tend to be somewhat more known to
students, because they are generally more explicitly taught (Schleppegrell, 2007; Wolf &
Leon, 2009). It is also why some researchers suggest that in spite of the difficulty of this
technical vocabulary, it should not be simplified when testing ELLs. This is because the
language of math is a part of mastering the content (Abedi & Lord, 2001; Martiniello,
2008, 2009; Shaftel et al, 2006). It is not to say that this vocabulary should not be
explicitly taught though. Rubenstein and Thompson (2002) identify this vocabulary as
math context specific and include words such as quotient, quadrilateral and isosceles.
Multi-meaning words, those found in math and everyday language, are the most
problematic for ELLs (Adams et al., 2005; Brown, 2005; Martiniello, 2008, 2009; Wright
& Li, 2008). These words may be terms that they have seen or heard before, but now
they are being used in a different way. Some examples of such words include, table,
row, ruler, figure and mean. Rubenstein and Thompson (2002) classify these multimeanings even further into different levels of multi-meanings.
In describing the math register, Halliday (1978) discusses how math redefines
simple words already in the language instead of creating new words. In the scope of
mathematics these words take on new uses and meanings apart from their use in
natural language; some examples are column, weight, set and point (Halliday, 1978).
This new meaning is more specific than the already known everyday meaning and
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potentially more confusing (Gawned, 1990). Problems can also exist with the language
of mathematics because vocabulary often lacks a referent, such as comparatives higher
than, greater than, as much as (Chamot & O’Malley, 1994). Words also may be used as
different parts of speech in math versus everyday language as noted by Rubenstein and
Thompson’s fifth category, such as round and second (2002) (See Table 2.1). Part of the
potential challenge with these words is that students must relearn the word in the
context of math and be able to distinguish the difference (Gawned, 1990; Mestre, 1998;
Spanos et al., 1998). It speaks to the idea that students must have depth as well as
breadth of vocabulary knowledge.
The impact of vocabulary in general on ELLs test scores has been investigated
with varying results on the type of problematic vocabulary. Wolf & Leon (2009) looked
at academic vocabulary on assessments and classified it as general, content-specific and
technical, citing the most levels of difficulty with general academic vocabulary. Shaftel
et al. (2006) found context-specific math vocabulary the most difficult across three
grade levels. Ambiguous, multi-meaning words, as well as colloquial language and slang
were also problematic. Martiniello (2008, 2009) identified varying types of vocabulary as
problematic including unfamiliar terms, polysemous words and high frequency words
not explicitly taught in school. Words in the final category were described as relating to
the context of home, and if the home language is not English, the vocabulary may not be
established in English.
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The vocabulary of home and culture is a recognized problem on assessments
(Martiniello, 2008; Erichsrud & Johnstone, 2007). Although this is not a factor
considered in Rubenstein and Thompson (2002) and is not a category considered in the
scope of this paper, it is important to understand the role that such language plays in
reading math word problems. Martiniello (2008) discusses how the word chore and its
examples vacuum, wash dishes, dust, rake and weed, were unknown words on a math
word problem to most of the ELLs she interviewed. In this study, Martiniello took item
samplers from the Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessments and used think-aloud
protocols with Spanish-speaking ELLs to determine difficulties. This particular word
problem from the assessment was asking students to solve a problem that categorized
items by inside chores and outside chores. Students were asked to combine the inside
and outside chores in the problem. The trouble that arose here is the high proportion of
unknown words to known words that challenged students (Martiniello, 2008). Although
chore may be known in the native language, it is not a word common to academic use
and therefore potentially problematic for non-native speakers because it is not a
commonly heard word (Martiniello, 2008).
An example pertaining to cultural differences occurred as well during the study
conducted by Erichsrud & Johnstone (2007). When a student had to solve a word
problem that referred to a soup can, there was no prior knowledge as to what this item
was, so the student was unable to conjure up an image to understand the context of the
question (Erichsrud & Johnstone, 2007). The student needed to identify a cylinder and
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although they knew what the actual shape was, they were unable to connect it to the
soup can.
As discussed previously, accommodations are available for testing ELLs. As
valuable and necessary as these are, students must also learn the language, and the only
way to do that is through exposure. It needs to be in a structured contextualized,
environment where the language is put into context (Bickmore-Brand, 1990; Gawned,
1990). Vocabulary instruction is not just looking up the words in the dictionary (Murray,
2004). It is suggested that there are different levels and types of vocabulary to acquire
the depth of knowledge necessary to be successful. It is up to the teacher to identify
these ambiguous terms and ensure that they are explicitly taught (Gawned, 1990).
The Gap
Substantial research has been conducted on the relationship of mathematics
and language. The impact of this language on ELLs and whether language
accommodations during testing help to improve their scores continues to be studied.
The role of vocabulary on these assessments, and how to classify the different
vocabulary has begun to be done on math word problems (Adams, 2003; Pierce &
Fontaine, 2009; Rubenstein & Thompson, 2002).
The vocabulary used on the math MCA-IIIs has not been analyzed using a
classification similar to the Rubenstein and Thompson table. Using some categories
from their table in addition to categories adapted from other research allowed for a
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thorough analysis of the math vocabulary present on the math MCA-IIIs. This
information may be useful to teachers if they have not considered the complexity of the
vocabulary on assessments. General examples of vocabulary are provided in the
Rubenstein and Thompson table and other researchers provide specific examples from
chosen assessments, but a detailed list for the vocabulary on the math MCA-IIIs has not
been available.
Teachers want to identify the challenging aspects of math vocabulary to help
students learn and make the content accessible. One of those tools can be to expand
their depth and breadth of mathematics vocabulary and the variety of meaning that
some vocabulary in word problems have. If teachers have a comprehensive list of the
types of language that occur on high-stakes test and can be made aware of why this
vocabulary is likely problematic for students, teachers can find strategies to incorporate
the language into their lessons.
Research Questions
Valuable research has taken place with ELLs and math vocabulary. I want to
know what vocabulary exists on the math MCA-IIIs at third, sixth and 11th grade, that
may be problematic for ELLs. Although I was not able to look directly at the MCA-IIIs,
the practice tests available online provide a good idea of what is on the tests. The
following question and sub-questions guide this study:
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What vocabulary is potentially problematic for ELLs on the math MCA-III word problems?

a) What vocabulary has multiple meanings in math and everyday language?
b) What vocabulary exists that is found in math and other academic language?
c) What vocabulary exists in everyday language that has a comparable but more
precise meaning in math?
d) What is the technical vocabulary that exists only in math context?
e) What vocabulary is math specific but occurs frequently and is understood
readily in everyday language?
f) What homonyms with everyday language exist?
g) What vocabulary occurs as different parts of speech?
h) What vocabulary occurs as a complex string of words or phrases?
Summary
In Chapter 2 I reviewed the literature relevant to the proceeding study. I looked
at the role that high-stakes testing has and continues to play with ELLs. I also looked at
the inseparability of math and language and addressed the connection between reading
ability and math together. I then addressed what I see as the gap in the current
research and presented my guiding questions for my research. In Chapter 3, I describe
the type of research that I conducted, the methods I chose to conduct this study and
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why it was appropriate for my study. I explain the tests I used in the study and how I
collected and analyzed my data.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY

I want to know what vocabulary exists on the math MCA-IIIs at third, sixth and
11th grade, that may be problematic for ELLs. In this study I categorized the different
types of vocabulary found. To guide my research I will answer the following questions.
What vocabulary is potentially problematic for ELLs on the math MCA-III word problems?

a) What vocabulary has multiple meanings in math and everyday language?
b) What vocabulary exists that is found in math and other academic language?
c) What vocabulary exists in everyday language that has a comparable but more
precise meaning in math?
d) What is the technical vocabulary that exists only in math context?
e) What vocabulary is math specific but occurs frequently and is understood
readily in everyday language?
f) What homonyms with everyday language exist?
g) What vocabulary occurs as different parts of speech?
h) What vocabulary occurs as a complex string of words or phrases?

To conduct my research I looked at sample tests of word problems on the math
MCA-IIIs. I used five of the categories from the vocabulary analysis table created by
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Rubenstein & Thompson (2002) to help categorize math vocabulary in addition to three
other categories. One of the three categories is adapted from Spanos et al, (1998) and I
developed the other two. I then collected vocabulary from the sample tests to
determine where it fits in the categories.
This chapter describes the methodologies I used in the study. First, the rationale
and description of the research design is presented along with a description of the
qualitative paradigm. Second, the data collection protocols are presented including the
methods used and how I collected the data on mathematics assessments. Finally, I
explain the procedure of how the data collection took place and how the results were
analyzed.
Qualitative Research Paradigm
To answer the research questions, I needed comprehensive sets of vocabulary
from the math MCA-IIIs. I used sample tests available through the MDE website as
actual assessments are not available for public viewing. In qualitative research
assessments are classified as documents because the data that is extracted from the
assessment is part of a pre-existing document collection, (Guba and Lincoln, 1985;
Merriam, 2009). Guba and Lincoln (1985) qualify a document as public information that
is not specifically prepared for the researcher. The sample tests being used in my
research are available to the general public and are not created specifically for data
analysis. Merriam (2009) also notes that a document is anything that is in existence
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prior to the present setting and is available for public record. According to Merriam
(2009) mining information from documents is a part of qualitative research.
To obtain that data I followed the method of selecting vocabulary, labeling the
words and defining its meaning in context. Guba and Lincoln (1985) note that category
construction for document analysis can be taken from an outside source. I structured
my categories predominately using the previously constructed categories created by
Rubenstein and Thompson (2002). I was open to adding or changing the chosen
categories as necessary and reassigning the vocabulary to different categories when
necessary. I looked at the data subjectively and was the main interpreter for my
findings. I used a peer to analyze the text with me and establish inter-rater reliability.
These methods of document analysis fit into a qualitative research paradigm (Dörnyei,
2007; Merriam, 2009).
Data Collection
Data Sources
To begin this study I downloaded the sample test of the math MCA-IIIs for
Grades 3, 6 and 11, available through the MDE website. Samples of the test were used
because actual tests are not publicly available for security purposes. The sample tests
are posted for Grades 3 to 8 and Grade 11. The sample items are available in paper
format for all grades and in an online format as well for Grades 3 to 8. Each sample
tests provides approximately 30 questions for each grade level. It is stated on the MDE
website that the sample questions should not be used as an indicator of how students
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will do on the assessments. The sample items are provided as a guide for instructors
and parents to familiarize students with the types of problems on the tests.
Data Collection Techniques
I collected my data by identifying math terms on the MCA-III word problems. I
then labeled the terms using five categories established by Rubenstein and Thompson
(2002). I examined the vocabulary using five of these categories. Math terms were
categorized as (1) words that have meanings in math and everyday language that are
different, (2) words that have comparable meanings in math and everyday language but
a more precise meaning in math, (3) words that are content specific and typically only
used in a math context, (4) math words that are homonyms with everyday language, (5)
math words that can function as different parts of speech. The five categories were
chosen from the Rubenstein and Thompson table (2002), seeming the most likely to be
problematic considering other research. Additionally I created two categories of words
from Spanos et al., (1998). These were (6) complex strings or phrases and (7) vocabulary
that is used to signal operations (Spanos, et al., 1998). Complex strings or phrases
include terms such as least common denominator. Terms that fit into this category can
be defined as a grouping of math words that have a specific meaning when grouped
together versus defining each word on its own. The words must be strung together to
maintain the definition in the problem. I developed category (8) to classify multimeaning words that are found in math and general academic language.
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A potential problem that exists with this technique is the possibility that some
vocabulary may not fit into the pre-constructed categories. It is acceptable in
qualitative research to redefine and add new categories or remove categories as needed
to suit the needs of the study. It is possible that not all potentially problematic
vocabulary was documented since ELLs were not consulted in the study to determine
whether the vocabulary was problematic for them. It cannot be said with certainty that
these words are problematic for all ELLs nor connected to a specific population.
This method of data collection does present an issue of subjectivity. Some
vocabulary was easily defined in a category, but not all. Decisions on vocabulary were
made using informed decisions on academic language and consultation with a peer.
Revisions of the categories needed to occur as did creating priority for categories when
it was evident that some words could appear in more than one category.
Procedure
To begin the study, I downloaded the sample tests from the MDE website. I read
through all of the MCA-III sample word problems that I had collected from third grade,
sixth grade and 11th grade. For this study I defined word problems as any problem that
contained two or more sentences. Answers were also considered in the analysis if the
choices contained words rather than numbers. I conducted an initial reading of all the
questions to get an idea of what language is present. I then went through and
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highlighted all math terms. These are terms considered to have a specific math meaning
related to the word problem.
Once the math terms were selected, I went through the list of highlighted terms
again and assigned the term a category. My initial categories and numbers were: (1)
words that have meanings in math and everyday language that are different, (2) words
that have comparable meanings in math and everyday language but a more precise
meaning in math, (3) words that are content specific and typically only used in a math
context, (4) math words that are homonyms with everyday language, (5) math words
that can function as different parts of speech, (6) complex strings or phrases, (7)
vocabulary that is used to signal operations, and (8) multi-meaning words that are found
in math and general academic language.
After coding the vocabulary, the words were placed into a table organized by
item number on the test and category. Once the items were placed in the table the
words were reconsidered in their category for accuracy of placement. This process was
conducted for the three grade levels independently.
A peer completed the process of categorizing a smaller sample of word
problems from each assessment. Using the same category information, the peer
evaluated selected problems from the three grade level assessments independently.
Upon completion of the analysis, the peer and I came together to compare findings. The
peer’s data was coded in the same manner and placed into the table using a different
font color. This allowed for side-by-side comparison of what words were identified and
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whether they were categorized the same. The peer was provided a copy of the different
categories with examples included as well as a print out of the math MCA sample items
for Grades 3, 6 and 11. The peer was trained in the categorization process using a
printed copy of another state’s standardized math assessment sample items that were
available on their state department of education website. After reviewing the categories,
the peer and I went through two pages of word problems together. In the process we
discussed what should be identified as math vocabulary, reiterating that although
complex language exists on the assessments, not all of the complex language is related
to math vocabulary and was not part of our analysis. Once we identified our math
vocabulary, we talked through what category these words would be placed in and why.
This process allowed for clarification of the categories and deeper understanding of
what the examples should look like that were pulled from the assessments. We
evaluated the first two pages together and selected certain word problems to work on
independently for categorization. Once we completed these items, we came back
together and assessed our accuracy of comparisons. This was done to assure the peer
and I evaluated the problems similarly. Our results proved sufficient for going ahead
with our actual analysis of the MCA-III math items.
I assigned specific problems for the peer to analyze from the math MCA-III. We
came back together to compare results two weeks later. Upon comparison of our
findings it was determined that we had identified all of the same words as problematic
but did not categorize them the same. This generated questions of how to categorize
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words that could be placed in multiple categories. Changes were made to the
categories at this point to better clarify were to place items. I eliminated Category 7,
signal of operations, and created a category that classified words that are math specific
but easily understood outside of a math context, such as rectangle or circle. These
words occurred on the tests and did not fit properly into math specific terms not used
outside of the math context, words such as isosceles or quotient. I also reassigned the
numbers of the categories in a way that made more sense to me. The new categories
and numbers became: (1) multi-meaning with math and everyday English, (2) multimeaning with math and general academic English, (3) similar meaning to everyday
English, but more precise meaning in math, (4) math specific words in math context, (5)
math specific words used in everyday language, (6) homonyms, (7) occurs as a different
part of speech in math, (8) complex string of words or phrases.
One of the challenges that occurred on the initial classification came with the
possibility of putting words into multiple categories. Initially, the peer and I did place
words into multiple categories when relevant. This proved to be an ineffective may to
analyze the words though. To better evaluate the vocabulary I established parameters
that would give certain categories preference if a word could be classified in multiple
categories. Words that could be classified as a homonym were placed into an alternate
category if possible, as it seemed this category would be less problematic than others.
For example, right could be considered a homonym, but is likely more problematic in its
multiple meanings with math and everyday English.
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During the first analysis I categorized words as complex strings or phrases into
multiple categories. The phrases were placed into Category 8 as complex strings or
phrases and then each individual word was also categorized separately. Again, this
interfered and confused the analysis, so words were only categorized as complex strings
or phrases and not broken into separate words.
In order to distinguish why words would be categorized as Category 1, multiple
meaning in math and everyday English, or Category 2, math and academic English,
versus Category 7, words that occur as different parts of speech, I considered the use in
context. If a word has multiple meanings because it occurs as different parts of speech,
it does not mean that both definitions are math related. Category 7, occurs as different
parts of speech, was given preference only if both definitions were math related. Words
that occur as different parts of speech, such as table could be problematic in either
Category 1, multiple meaning with math and everyday English or Category 7, words that
occur as different parts of speech. Its multiple meanings as different parts of speech are
not both math related though so preferences was given to Category 1.
Once the categories were redefined the MCA-IIIs were reviewed again following
the same procedure for placement and identification, but with the new category
numbers and only one category placement per word. The peer was updated on the
changes and provided new sample items to review using the new system. The peer and
I completed our analysis separately and came together again to compare our findings.
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We discussed our placement and rationale for placement of words in the categories and
placed the results in a table.
Verification of Data
To ensure validity a peer reviewer categorized vocabulary words four problems
from each grade level’s sample tests. The peer’s responses were compared with mine
to calculate the inter-rater reliability. The peer is a former ESL teacher and current
graduate student working towards the Masters of ESL. On the initial analysis, the peer
and I selected all of the same items for analysis, so inter-rater reliability was 100% for
that portion. Once I compared our classifications, I added the number of classifications
that we agreed with and divided that into the total number of words analyzed and then
multiplied that number by 100. This gave me an inter-rater reliability of 81%, which was
lower than I would have liked to work with. This prompted the reclassification of
categories and re-analysis as discussed in the previous section. Upon completion of a
second analysis the inter-rater reliability was calculated the same way. I assessed the
words that we agreed upon for the data analysis. From the problems that the peer and I
analyzed, our total number of words selected was 56, of these 56 words we selected 52
of the same words. I used these numbers to calculate the inter-rater reliability. This
resulted in an inter-rater reliability of 92%. The peer selected some words for analysis
that I did not and vice versa. Once this number was calculated, I compared the
vocabulary items that we both selected with the peer’s classification. I took the total
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number of words analyzed, 52, and the number of words we agreed upon for
classification, 49, divided the two numbers and multiplied that number by 100; this gave
me an inter-rater reliability of 94%. The level of agreement on our responses was used
to generalize for the remainder of sample test items. This helped to alleviate complete
subjectivity in the analysis. The peer was trained in using the Rubenstein & Thompson
(2002) table before the analysis. The analysis was conducted independently and
examined together when we were both finished. A trial analysis provided confirmation
that the peer and I were in agreement on the categories. Chapter 4 presents the results
of this study.
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS

This chapter presents the results of the data collection. I collected samples of
third, sixth and 1th grade math MCA’s from the MDE website. After reviewing the
language on the sample tests I assigned categories to the math vocabulary to determine
what vocabulary occurs that is potentially problematic for ELLs and what categories
have vocabulary that occurs most frequently. The results will present what type of
math vocabulary and what specific words occur most frequently on the sample math
MCAs. Through the collection of these data, I sought to find answers to the following
question: What vocabulary is potentially problematic for ELLs on the math MCA-III word
problems?
a) What vocabulary has multiple meanings in math and everyday language?
b) What vocabulary exists that is found in math and other academic language?
c) What vocabulary exists in everyday language that has a comparable but more
precise meaning in math?
d) What is the technical vocabulary that exists only in math context?
e) What vocabulary is math specific but occurs frequently and is understood
readily in everyday language?
f) What homonyms with everyday language exist?
g) What vocabulary occurs as different parts of speech?
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h) What vocabulary occurs as a complex string of words or phrases?
Grade Three Tests
The vocabulary on the Grade 3 sample tests had the least documented categories of
problematic vocabulary. The practice test contained 24 problems, 16 of which were
categorized as a word problem and 13 of which contained math vocabulary that was
determined to potentially be problematic.
Table 4.1
Grade 3 word totals by category

Category
1. Multi-meaning math and everyday language.

Number of words
5

2. Multi-meaning math and academic language.

0

3. More precise math meaning.

21

4. Math specific words

10

5. Math specific used in everyday language.

6

6. Homonyms

2

7. Different parts of speech

8

8. Complex string or phrases.

0

Category 3, which classified words as having a similar meaning in math and
everyday English, but a more precise meaning in math presented the most words with a
total of 21 of the 52 total words falling into this category. Some of the words in this
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category included lines, greatest, and equal. For a complete listing of words by grade
and category see Appendix A. These words were determined to be used in everyday
English and math, but take on a more technical meaning when used in a math context.
Considering the word line, in everyday language it is typically used to refer to a row of
people or things. Although the math meaning is a straight or curved continuous extent
of length without breadth (New Oxford American Dictionary, 2006), the two meanings
are not significantly different in terms of understanding the concept of a line. The math
meaning is more technical and precise. The word equal is considered similarly. Equal is
used to signal that something is the same in value, size, quantity, etc. The word is used
much more casually in everyday language than in mathematics. Working with numbers
there is not room for subjectivity to numbers equaling a particular value. In everyday
language though this word is used more casually, to say people are equal, food items
are equal, classrooms are equal. Although that may be the perception and goal, unless
these are identical items, they are not truly the same. This creates the math definition
as a more precise meaning as this room for interpretation does not exist.
The second largest category for this grade was math specific words. These were
words considered to be used only in a math specific context and not used in everyday
conversation. Words in this category included thousand, number sentence, hexagon,
and trapezoid. Although certain shape names are used in everyday context, these
particular shape names are not used frequently.
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Four of the categories did have noted vocabulary, but in smaller numbers.
Category 1, multi-meaning and every-day English had words such as table and feet.
Category 5 included terms that are math specific but used frequently outside of the
math context. Terms for third grade in this category included rectangle and quarter. It
should be noted that all terms grouped in Category 5 are considered to be known
outside of a math context for ELLs that are not brand new to the country. Students who
have not had prior education or any exposure to English would not be familiar with
these terms. Category 6, homonyms, had the word two. Category 7, words that may be
used as different parts of speech, presented words such as rounded, list, lists, and listed.
List, lists and listed appeared together in one problem; if the nuances of subtle
morphological changes are not noticed or understood by the test taker, it seems
unlikely the problem could be processed adequately. Two categories did not have any
words in the third grade section. Words that have multiple meanings in math and
academic English and complex strings of words did not occur on the third grade section
of the sample tests.
Grade Six Results
The sample test for sixth grade was analyzed the same way as third grade, by
first establishing questions that were word problems and then identifying the language
in the problem that is math vocabulary. Seventeen of the 25 problems on the sample
tests were classified as word problems, and 16 of the problems contained vocabulary
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that was used for the analysis. Table 4.2 shows the total number of words that were
categorized from these problems.
Table 4.2
Grade 6 word totals by category
Category

Number of words

1. Multi-meaning math and everyday language.

9

2. Multi-meaning math and academic language.

3

3. More precise math meaning.

22

4. Math specific words

1

5. Math specific used in everyday language.

1

6. Homonyms

3

7. Different parts of speech

5

8. Complex string of phrases.

5

Similar to the third grade results, the category with the most words was
Category 3—words with a comparable, but more precise math meaning. Of the 49
words identified as math vocabulary on the sixth grade tests, 22 of them were
categorized in Category 3. This category was by far the predominant one; the next
largest grouping of words occurred in category number one—multiple meaning with
math and everyday language—with nine words in this category.
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Some words that were in Category 3 for sixth grade were also found in third
grade such as line and equal. Some new words that occurred in the higher grade level
included equation, difference and shape. In mathematics equation means that two
math statements are equal, while in everyday language it is indicating that two things
are similar or the same. This math meaning is more precise as it is considering tangible
numbers and offers room for subjectivity in dealing with non-numerical factors.
Difference was a word that Rubenstein and Thompson also classified as being shared
with English but having a more precise math meaning. Rubenstein and Thompson (2002)
give the example of “difference as the answer to a subtraction problem versus
difference as a general comparison” (p. 108).
The remainder of the categories resulted in small numbers. Although these
words would still be considered as potentially problematic, they did not occur with as
great of frequency as category three. Every category on the Grade 6 sample tests did
have at least one example.
Category 1 again had the word table, as well as value. Value when used to
consider one’s standards or behavior presents a different meaning than the
mathematical definition of quantity. In other definitions of the word value could be
classified as a more precise math meaning, category three, but this idea of standards of
behavior warranted its placement into a multi-meaning category. In Category 2 the term
volume was noted as having multi-meanings but in an academic context. Students may
confuse it with a series of work compared with a way to show how much space an
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object takes up. The shape rhombus was categorized in category four and gallons was
noted in Category 5. Students would likely only know this term if they are familiar with
certain food references, like milk. In Categories 7 and 8 examples of vocabulary
included graph and square inch respectively. Graph seemed to occur frequently on the
sample tests, and was used both as a verb and a noun. Square inch was noted as
potentially problematic as it is a measurement term that needs to be grouped together,
but also contains two stand-alone math terms square and inch; if it is not clear that
these words need to be read as one string of words, students would likely be confused.
Grade Eleven
The 11th grade sample tests produced the greatest number of words to
categorize. The sample test provided 41 sample problems, 39 of which were classified as
word problems. The increase in language is noted at the higher-grade level. A total of
194 words were categorized.
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Table 4.3.
Grade 11 word totals by category
Category

Number of words

1. Multi-meaning math and everyday language.

41

2. Multi-meaning math and academic language.

12

3. More precise math meaning.

68

4. Math specific words

22

5. Math specific used in everyday language.

11

6. Homonyms

8

7. Different parts of speech

24

8. Complex string of phrases.

8

The largest category was again Category 3—words with the comparable meaning
with English but a more precise math meaning. In the 11th grade section there were 68
words counted in this category. This works out to be 35% of the total words on the 11 th
grade sample test and does not factor in the number of words that were duplicated in
this category. It is not a particularly significant number, but it notes again that Category
3 has the highest frequency of words on the sample MCAs. Words identified in category
three included average, compound, variable and equivalent. Many of the words grouped
into this category were found on the sixth grade tests. Again, the words in this category
were noted as having essentially the same meaning in math and everyday English, but
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when used in the math context the meaning is more precise. Taking the word average,
in math this is used to add the quantities together and then divide the total by the
number of quantities. This word is used in everyday English to identify something as
normal or ordinary.
The second largest category on the 11th grade sample tests was found in
Category 1, documenting 41 words. Category 1 yielded words that have a distinct,
different meaning with math and everyday English. Some of the words added to this
category included meter, order, model, table, face and right. This category did not yield
as many words as originally thought. This was due to the need to create highly specific
categories that went beyond defining words simply as multiple meanings. The words in
this category were identified as having a distinct different meaning in English and math,
but are not considered academic English; words in this category were considered more
likely to be understood by most learners. The word meter can be identified as a form of
measurement but also in the context of parking meter. Right as in the angle is in
contrast with a right turn.
The 11th grade results classified vocabulary in all eight categories. Category 2,
multiple meaning words in math and academic English, contained words like period and
function. Both of these terms have multiple meanings, but also tend to be used in a
more academic context for both meanings rather than everyday English. This sample
test had the most math specific terms, Category 4, terms included diameter and linear.
Category 5, math specific words used in everyday context, had similar vocabulary to the
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other grades, mostly shape terms such as circle and triangle. The homonyms in
Category 6 included number words one and four. Category 7, words that function as
different parts of speech, contained words like number, second and round. In the last
category, Category 8, complex strings of words, phrases such as absolute value and
scatter plot were selected as terms that should not be separated and could cause
confusion if students tried to individually define the words.
Grades Combined and Duplicate Words
Category 3 was noted as the category with the most vocabulary in all grade
levels and therefore the highest grouping over all of potentially problematic vocabulary
with 111 words overall out of 295 total counted words. This was the overwhelmingly
largest category while category number one was next with 55 words counted in this
grouping. Math words that can function with different meanings depending on the part
of speech came in third with 37 words. The smallest groups were homonyms and
complex strings and phrases with 13 counted words and multi-meaning words with
math and academic English closely following with 15 counted words.
If considering the volume of math vocabulary on the MCA-IIIs the amount of
times these words were duplicated in each grade level should be looked at. Particular
categories may have yielded the highest number of words, but the number is a
representation of total words counted. When words are counted for only one
occurrence, the numbers drop significantly, although the overall ranking of the category
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did not change. Table 4.4 shows the total number of counted for all grade levels and
the total number of words for all grades minus the duplicate words.
Table 4.4
Total number of words by category for grades 3, 6, and 11
Total number
Category

Total number of words

minus duplicates

1. Multi-meaning math and everyday language.

55

19

2. Multi-meaning math and academic language.

15

15

3. More precise math meaning.

111

48

4. Math specific words

33

16

5. Math specific used in everyday language.

18

5

6. Homonyms

13

3

7. Different parts of speech

37

12

8. Complex string or phrases.

13

6

Most of the categories retained their ranking of most to least number of words
once the duplicates were omitted. Category 3 remains the largest with 48 out of 121
words and category one is the second largest with 19 words. The one category that did
not have duplicate words was Category 2, words that have multiple meaning in math
and academic English. These were words such as function, translated and coordinate.
These words were mostly noted in 11th grade, but sixth grade also had three
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occurrences of this type of vocabulary. Math specific words is now the third largest
group at 16 words. Table 4.5, Table 4.6, and Table 4.7 identify repeated vocabulary at
each grade level and the number of times the word repeats. For Grades 3 and 6, only
three of the categories presented duplicate vocabulary, occurring in Categories 3, 4 and
7 for third grade and Categories 1, 3 and 7 for sixth grade. Grade 11 had duplicates in all
of its categories except for Category 2, which as previously noted did not have any
duplicate language.
Table 4.5
Grade 3—categories with repeated words
Category
3. Precise math meaning

Words and the number of occurrences
fewest (3)
greatest (3)

4-Math specific

fraction (3)
number sentence (2)

7. Occurs as different parts of speech

number (3)
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Table 4.6
Grade 6—categories with repeated words
Category

Words and the number of occurrences

1. Multi-meaning math and everyday language.

area (2)

3. Precise math meaning

equation (3)
cube (2)
ounce (2)

7. Occurs as different parts of speech.

times (2)
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Table 4.7
Grade 11-categories with repeated words
Category

Words and number of occurrences

1. Multi-meaning in math and everyday

modeled (4), meter (4),base (3),order (3),

language.

feet (3), point (2,) second (2), table(2), foot
(2), figure (2), center(2)

3. Everyday language with more precise math

equation (6), per (5), nearest (4), height (4),

meaning

diagram (4), statement (3), angle (3),
approximate (3), parallel (2), inches (2),
line (2), each (2), greatest (2), grid (2),
amount (2), average (2),cost (2)

4. Math specific context

probability (4), diameter (2)

5. Math specific, but used commonly in

circle (2), hour(s) (2), rectangle (2)

everyday language.
6. Homonyms

two(3), one (2

7. Vocabulary that occurs as different parts of

number (7), time (6), graph (3), chart (2),

speech.

round (2)

8. Complex string of words or phrases.

rate of change (2)
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Conclusion
In this chapter I presented the results of my data collection. I presented
information by the three grade level assessments that were analyzed. I also presented
the data for the combined grades. In doing so I considered the effect of duplicate words
being counted in the data and looked at the numbers without the duplicate words. The
results showed a trend of particular categories of words yielding more usage. These
categories yielded the most words, yet in the scope of the total words categorized,
there was no major findings. The results also identified the vast difference in the
amount of language used on the upper grade level math assessments versus the lower
grade levels. In Chapter 5 I will discuss the major findings, their implications and
suggestions for further research.
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSIONS
In this study I attempted to answer the question of what math vocabulary is
potentially problematic for ELLs on the math MCA-III in eight specific categories. In this
chapter I discuss my results in relation to information from the literature review, the
major findings and limitations with this study. I address the implications,
recommendations for future research and disseminating results. I conclude with a
reflection of the research process and findings.
Major Findings and Discussion
The study successfully answered my research questions and aligned with findings
in previous studies and articles presented in the literature review. The most vocabulary
was documented in 11th grade as the amount of overall language increased on the
sample tests at each grade level. The results reflected the complexity of addressing
vocabulary and defining words. Multiple meaning words were heavily noted as previous
research had presented, but the largest category for all three grade levels came from
words that have a comparable but more precise meaning in mathematics. The greatest
difference found in this study compared with the others came as a result of a more
detailed category system. This section looks at the volume and complexity of
vocabulary on the math MCA-IIIs. It highlights and compares my findings with previous
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work. I then reflect on each category’s findings and discuss why it is likely problematic
for ELLs.
Depth of Vocabulary and Comparison with Previous Research
The amount of vocabulary found on the sample tests increased by grade level.
After I categorized the vocabulary and reviewed the findings, I noted that the amount of
potentially problematic math vocabulary on the sample tests is comparable to the
amount and length of word problems on the sample tests. The 2010 MCA results I
looked at in Chapter 2 showed the number of students meeting proficiency on the MCAs
decreased as the grade level increased (MDE, 2010c). The increase in vocabulary could
play a role in determining students’ success rate on the tests. As each grade level
increased, so did the amount of vocabulary cited as problematic, while the students’
overall test scores decreased. A variety of other factors that were not addressed in this
study could influence student performance, but a noticeable increase in vocabulary
cannot be ruled out as a potential factor. Although the vocabulary was comparably low
at third grade, the test still expected students to engage in reading for most of the
problems. Few problems were strictly computation. By 11th grade all the sample
problems were word heavy.
It was not sheer volume of vocabulary on the sample tests that I was interested
in as much as identifying the complexity of the different math words. As I began my
analysis, I was amazed at how many ways there are to look at a word. Its meanings are
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so nuanced and context specific that to expect students to really know a word requires
much more than providing a definition. This study focused solely on math vocabulary
not taking into account other types of vocabulary that may be problematic for ELLs. In
doing so the focus of the categories highlights the depth of knowledge needed when
students are not familiar with terms on a mathematical assessment. Martinello (2008)
noted that ELLs would choose the familiar meaning of a multi-meaning word on math
assessments, regardless of context, due to their lack of vocabulary depth. Many of
these terms may be taken for granted by native speakers as being understood in the
context used, such as right or table, but the nuances of the meaning could prevent a
reader that lacks depth of vocabulary knowledge from grasping the correct definition in
the context.
Previous research and articles discussing the topic of multiple meanings in math
vocabulary found this type of vocabulary to be confusing and prevalent (Adams, 2003;
Rubenstein and Thompson, 2000; Wright and Li, 2008). My study identified many terms
as having multiple meaning in math and everyday contexts, although this was the
second largest category of words in my study. At the onset of my data collection I
assumed this would be the largest category considering the information presented by
Adams, (2003); Rubenstein and Thompson, (2002); and Wright and Li, (2008). The
articles by Adams (2003) and Wright and Li (2008), labeled vocabulary as multi-meaning
in math and everyday language in a broader sense than my study. The Rubenstein and
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Thompson (2002) table, Table 2.1, provided the most closely related analysis of
vocabulary to this study, looking predominantly at multiple meaning of math words.
Adams (2003), considered the relationship of reading and math in an article that
provided a table of 13 words comparing the multiple meanings in math and everyday
English. A table was also developed for words that are homophones in math and
everyday English. The tables were acting as examples and not an exhaustive look at the
vocabulary found in math, nor were they taken from one specific text as my vocabulary
examples were.
Some of the examples that are provided such as volume, yard and cubed, were
words that I categorized more specifically than “everyday language.” I placed cubed as
having a comparable but more precise math meaning because when referenced in
everyday English it refers to the shape, but in a less precise way. This could also have
been placed into category seven, words that occur as different parts of speech. In
categorizing the word I considered whether an ELL would be more focused on cube or
the morphological change that occurs with cubed. I determined the more precise nature
of the math term would potentially be problematic for an ELL. I placed volume in
Category 2, as an academic term with multiple meanings. On its own yard would fit into
Category 1, but I found it grouped with other math terms on the sample tests, such as
square yard, which caused it to be considered a complex string of terms. The remaining
vocabulary that Adams (2003) grouped in the article was words that I classified as
multiple meaning with math and everyday language as well. This is an example of how
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classifications can change when considered further and by looking at what is found on
specific assessments.
Wright and Li (2008) identified particular words found on the Texas Assessment
of Knowledge and Skills (TAKS) such as face, point, translation, volume and feet as
multiple meaning. These were words that I also found on the MCA-III sample tests and
agree that they are multi-meaning words. I chose to further classify the multi-meaning
words for my study and placed the words translation and volume into the category of
multi-meaning with math and general academic language. The remaining words I
considered to be used in everyday language.
The Rubenstein and Thompson (2002) table, Table 2.1, that helped to frame my
study, provided the most comparable categorizations with my results. The Rubenstein
and Thompson category that defined identified words as having a comparable but more
precise meaning in math was a category that I had not previously considered, nor seen
other researchers address, yet I found this category to be the most prolific in my results.
Rubenstein and Thompson (2002) listed words such as difference and even in this
category and my study expanded upon this. Their category of words that appear as
different parts of speech was also a different approach to the categories that I found
beneficial in my analysis. Rubenstein and Thompson’s (2002) classification helped to
broaden my thoughts to the depth and scope of the vocabulary, leading me to develop
two categories of my own.
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My study aimed to identify what language existed at the everyday level and
looked even further, breaking down the categories beyond multiple meaning. I used the
Rubenstein and Thompson (2002) table as my main source for categories, using five of
their categories in my categorization. Additionally I developed criteria to distinguish
where certain words would fit more precisely. In doing this I created a category that
classified words as having multiple meanings with math and academic English. This
seemed an important distinction to make considering the challenge for ELLs in learning
academic English. Although the meaning is not different between academic and
everyday, the potential for the words to be known and understood in the two contexts
is different than everyday English. I also used the idea of complex string of words or
phrases from Spanos et al., (1998) to complete my categorization.
Findings by Category
As I began the analysis I was surprised by the difficulty I had in classifying some
of the terms. Some words could fit into multiple categories and on my initial analysis I
placed items into multiple categories, but recognized this was not an effective means to
analyze the vocabulary at the level I was looking for. In the end I believe that the more
specific categories were important to breaking down the types of vocabulary and made
the analysis more interesting. This breakdown may also be more useful to teachers as
they consider the complexity of the vocabulary on assessments and in texts.
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Categories 1 and 2 separate the everyday English from general academic
language. Everyday English was more prevalent on the sample tests compared with
academic English. Multi-meaning with math and academic English accounted for only
15 words across all grade levels. Some of the words that were grouped in this category
were pattern, function, median, frequency and volume. I did not categorize any language
from third grade in this category. It is possible that some words could have been in this
section if considering the age of the students, but my results and my peer’s results did
not immediately identify words that would fit this realm. It is still important to draw a
distinction though with the everyday language and academic language. Making the
distinction between everyday English and academic English is necessary when
considering an approach to teaching the words. Students’ familiarity and exposure to
the words will vary depending on the type of language.
The smallest categories were homonyms, math specific in math context, math
specific in everyday language and complex string of words. This occurred for various
reasons, sometimes as a result of the possibility of words being placed in multiple
categories. Certain homonyms could be placed in other categories and as I chose
between categories I placed the word in the non-homonym category. I concluded that
homonyms were not going to be as problematic as other categories if the words are
being read, unless students are not familiar with different meanings. Hour and our
might not be as confusing if the student sees the spelling, or two/too/to. This assumes
that the students have seen these words before. Interestingly, three of the eight total
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words in the category were number words, one, two, and four. Seeing the written form
of the word, even if the test is also being read to the student, would likely help alleviate
confusion. In categorizing some words too, I needed to determine whether they were
best suited for one category over another. If I felt the word fit into multiple categories, I
opted to categorize the word in the non-homonym category. For example the word
right/ write, right appeared frequently on the assessments and was classified as multiple
meaning with math and everyday English based off its multiple meanings in English and
the likelihood that it would cause more misinterpretation as such, especially when in the
written form.
Categories 4 and 5 looked at math specific words, those used only in a math
context and those understood outside of a math context. Both were smaller categories.
There were only 33 total or 16 minus duplicate terms in Category 4. This resulted
because of the number of math terms that have multiple meanings. All terms
considered in the data were deemed math terms. Those in Category 4 that were
classified as math specific though were terms that are only used in a math context and
likely not understood outside of the context. These words tended to be shapes such as
rhombus or trapezoid. Also seen in this category were words like sine, cosine, and radius.
The highly specific math vocabulary may be thought of as more problematic considering
the abstractness and complexity of the definitions, but it may be one of the least
problematic categories if the quantity of terms is considered. These terms are likely to
be more explicitly taught as well.
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Category 5 evolved out of recognition that certain terms only found in math
have come to be used in a more everyday context. This was a valuable, albeit small
category to create, because certain words were not fitting appropriately elsewhere. The
words that were put into this section included circle, rectangle, penny, nickel, etc.
Students that are newest to English still may not know these words, but a student in a
school setting for some limited amount of time would be exposed to these words in the
classroom, the playground or outside of school. Although this category was not the
largest, it is important to consider these differences when determining classifications.
Category 8, complex strings of words, yielded low numbers, but with a high level
of potential problems for ELLs. This category noted 13 terms across the grade levels,
seven of which were duplicates, identifying only six total terms in this section. This
section was interesting to analyze though as these are terms such as surface area,
scatter plot and absolute value that need to be grouped together for their definition to
be understood properly. Separating these terms and trying to define them individually
would result in the students trying to connect two, or more, distinct meanings, and
likely misinterpreting the problem. Spanos, et al., (1998) state how this grouping of
math concepts increases the task of comprehension for students. This could be
extremely problematic for ELLs who might be reading the text in a more broken fashion,
trying to define each word individually instead of looking at the sentence as a whole.
Ideally students are not taught to define words in this manner, but on an assessment it
might be more stressful and difficult to devise meanings in a contextualized way. This
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category posed some classification challenges for me with the terms. I had to consider
whether words were standing alone or needed to be grouped into a string of words.
During my initial categorizing I categorized the words into complex string of words as
well as separated the individual words and placed them in additional categories. I went
back and eliminated the duplicate responses though, noting the confusion it would
cause. The complex string of words remained as the more pressing category and the
words were kept in the one category.
Category 7, words that can occur as different parts of speech contained a fair
number of examples and included terms that could be highly problematic for ELLs due
to the subtleness of their multiple meanings. Words were placed here if it was felt the
different uses of the words could be easily misunderstood in the context, if the altering
part of speech was not a readily known definition or if they did not fit into another
category. The term that I noted as potentially being the most problematic was graph. In
the scope of one problem this term was used in multiple ways. Initially the instructions
told students to look at graph, so it is used as a reference to the image on the paper.
Students were asked to graph their results and draw a graph. This switching back
between verbs and nouns could be quite confusing if the different meanings are not
known or understood. The word that occurred the most frequently in this category and
at every grade level was number. Number could be used as a noun, referring to a
numeric value but also can be considered as verb, having someone assign a numeric
value to an item.
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The last category across the three grade levels of classified examples was words
having a comparable meaning in math and everyday English but a more precise math
meaning. Part of the NCTM principles is to have students be able understand that math
language and everyday language share similar language, although with distinct
meanings (2000). Considering the quantity of vocabulary on the MCA-IIIs and the
different levels of meaning attached to these words it seems vital to expose students to
these definitions. If the nature of mathematics instruction has moved towards a focus
on language, then it is only fair to all students that distinctions be taught and clarified in
addressing the vocabulary found in math. As I considered definitions, the nuances of
words and how they are used in math versus everyday language really affected the
amount of vocabulary in this section. Terms that would not necessarily seem outwardly
different to a native speaker may not be clear to an ELL. Without asking a student how
they interpret a question, it is not for certain that the subtleties of the language are
confusing their meaning. I find this category to be the most interesting, yet complex
category for this reason. Yet, the words have a more precise meaning in the math
context, but in a general sense of the word the meanings are similar. I am curious how
much this impacts an ELL’s ability to determine the meaning of the word.
Limitations
My study’s limitations were predominantly related to my lack of human
participants and developing a clear process of analyzing the data. Initially the biggest
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setback I encountered came in waiting for the current version of the MCA-III sample
items to be posted on the MDE website. Until this occurred I was unable to look at the
sample tests. The MDE did provide updates on their website as well as communicate
with me when the sample items would be available in a timely fashion and kept to their
projections.
Another limitation is that the language on the sample tests is not identical to the
actual tests. The MCA-III tests will be similar and likely have much of the same language,
but it is not a guarantee what terms will be found and which will not. Math specific
terms or grade level concepts found on tests will more than likely be on the actual exam,
but other terms may not be. Math curriculum should be aligned with test topics, but
depending on curriculum and texts being used in districts it may not match the
vocabulary of the tests as well.
The lack of human participants may have been one of my greatest limitations.
Although I did not have to coordinate and rely on student responses, by not actually
asking students what words were confusing or misinterpreted, my selection and
categorization of words may not fit what an ELL would say. I applied my knowledge of
language learning and ideas from the research on math language in my selection of
words and categorization. Even in doing so, I am a native speaker of English and
therefore approaching the material from a different mind set than an ELL.
After the initial categorization with the peer to confirm inter-rater reliability, it
was realized that our percentage of agreement was not high enough to consider our
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results valid. This felt like a set-back to me at the time, as it required that I go through
and re-select items for us to cross-compare, re-establish criteria and come together
again to analyze our results. Doing so though not only improved upon our inter-rater
reliability score, but also helped in my writing and thought process of how to interpret
the data and differentiate the categories. It was not until we had gone through the first
analysis that I realized the ambiguity of some of the categories or the irrelevancy of the
ones that were ultimately eliminated.
Implications
This study demonstrates the importance of students developing depth of
vocabulary knowledge to truly comprehend texts. Teachers should focus on quality of
definitions and making sure learners develop a clear understanding of the term rather
than quantity of terms. Since so many of the terms identified as math terms seem to
have meaning in other contexts, it would seem that the vocabulary could be taught
across content areas when applicable. Teachers could find opportunities to distinguish
the terms when the words show up in different contexts.
Classroom and content teachers of math should be aware of the additional
language barrier that ELLs face with math. Some school settings may not have the
scheduling capability to have an ESL instructor working directly with ELLs during math
instruction. This does not mean that these students should not receive additional
language support and have their materials scaffolded to make the language accessible.
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The ESL teacher acts as a resource in the school to address these issues and can work
with the classroom teacher to develop an approach to teaching the language of math.
Although I see the value in teaching vocabulary and do believe it would benefit
ELLs to have focused instruction, teaching vocabulary needs to have a context,
especially when considering the meanings at a deeper level. Therefore, this study is not
designed to say teach specific vocabulary words and then students will be successful on
math assessments. If anything I hope the study shows that teaching straight vocabulary
is not enough for students to develop a deep understanding of the terms. Showing
students how the vocabulary works in a variety of contexts is how they can truly
strengthen their understanding of the words. Students need to interact in a meaningful
way, on a number of occasions to develop. Math comprehension needs to be
approached as teaching a language and to do that you cannot teach words in isolation.
Students need to understand the function of the words in the context and to solidify
their understanding it should be contrasted in other subjects.
As teachers are prepping students for the exams, the way the test is
administered to the students should be considered in how the vocabulary is instructed.
Most students will be reading and listening to the test on the computer. Saying that
ELLs across the board will need to learn the words in one way or another is not a fair,
blanket statement to make. Much of their intake will depend on their language level,
length of time in the country and educational background. Test makers and districts
should also consider providing more accommodations for students. For example, Abedi
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(2009) found that offering a pop-up gloss of the word for students on computerized
assessments, helped to improve ELLs’ scores. Test makers might consider similar
accommodations to remove the comprehension of vocabulary barrier these students’
experience. Teachers also should use the sample tests as a guide to the test language.
Although the test are not the same as the actual MCA-IIIs, it might help indicate if there
is vocabulary on the test that students do not encounter in their school math curriculum.
Wright and Li (2008) noted this as a problem during their study. One of the reasons the
vocabulary on the TAKS test was problematic was that the test used terms that were not
covered in the students’ school text.
Further Research
This study served as a starting point for looking at issues with the vocabulary and
language used on the math MCA-III, but much more could be done and developed with
the ideas brought forward here. I would be most curious to see how ELLs interpret and
understand the questions and the specific words on the sample tests. It would make for
an interesting comparison to see what words they identify as problematic and why. It
would also help to know what specific terms are troublesome for ELLs and then consider
why in the context of their placement on the table.
Other areas of interest would be to see how students’ scores would change, if at
all, if they were given more assistance on the tests or prepped before hand on certain
terms. I also noted during my data collection the complexity of the syntax on the
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sample tests. It would be interesting to see how an analysis of the language as a whole
would look. I imagine many of the syntax structures are problematic for students taking
the MCA-IIIs
Disseminating the Results
The results of this study will reach a larger audience through a couple of
different venues. First it is published online through Hamline University. Although I am
not currently working in a district, I will share this knowledge with my colleagues that
are so they can consider the role of vocabulary in math lessons. I intend to share this
information with future colleagues as well through staff development. I would have
teachers take the time to categorize the vocabulary for a small set of word problems to
have them start thinking about the complexity of the language.
Reflection
Prior to this study I was aware that math possessed language that was complex.
Looking at the vocabulary in a specialized and focused manner allowed me to
understand on a greater scale the level of difficulty that goes into interpreting a word
problem. The difficulty that is attached with the words is not only complex because of
the multiple meanings of the word but because each student is bringing a different set
of background to the word. What may be difficult to understand or interpret for one
student may not be a problem for another. As ELLs are working to make sense of the
words on the page they are likely to stick to definitions they know, misread a word that
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can function as a noun or verb if they do not understand the context, or completely
misinterpret a word. As someone that struggled with word problems in school, I can
only imagine the frustration that ELLs must face. As a NS and someone that understood
math, I still found it difficult to interpret word problems accurately. My personal barriers
may not necessarily be tied to vocabulary, but it helps to give me perspective of how
challenging the problems must be for ELLs.
When I return to an elementary setting, I will use this knowledge to help build in
structured vocabulary exercises for the classroom teacher. As an ESL teacher it is always
helpful to stop and reassess what words and language might be problematic for our
students. It is not always going to be obvious to us what words are interfering with a
student’s comprehension. I hope to have a greater role in guiding students’ math
instruction in the future as well. My past experience was focused more on reading and
writing lessons for ELLs, which is necessary, but I would love to have more opportunity
to develop lessons that help all students access the vocabulary and language used
during math. If given the time and opportunity I would like to explore with a sample of
ELLs what vocabulary is in fact problematic for them on the assessments and see what
definitions they are getting struggling with.
Conclusion
I conducted this research because I wanted to know what types of problematic
math vocabulary existed on the math MCA-IIIs. I created categories for math terms and
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selected terms from the math MCA-III sample assessments. After selecting these terms
I placed them into one of the eight categories that were established and reviewed my
results with a peer. My final analysis showed the numerous vocabulary words on the
math assessments that may be problematic. The results of my study were great
examples of the language on the tests and the complexity that goes accompanies it. This
is beneficial for teachers and test makers to realize as they consider how an ELL will
interpret what the question is asking. My study is not evidence that these words are
troublesome for ELLs though. I think this research should start as a guide for further
investigation into what terms are the most problematic for ELLs and what can be done
to address these questions in the classroom.
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Table A1.
Vocabulary by grade and category
Category

3rd Grade

6th Grade

11th Grade

1. Multi-meaning with math

straight, table, problem,

value, area, pounds, table,

seconds, meter, order,

and everyday English

long, change

heads, tails, scale, feet

modeled, models, product,
combinations, table, order,
range, face, sided, base,
figure, right, set, point,
center, measure, feet,
image, foot, tall, high

2. Multi-meaning with math

volume, charge

coordinates, translated,

and general academic

units, sphere, frequency,

English

period, pattern, rate,
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function
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Category

3rd Grade

6th Grade

11th Grade

3. Similar meaning to

nearest, equal, each, lines,

equation, amount, line,

average, per, nearest, height,

everyday English, but more

squares, parallel,

difference, per, ounce, costs,

amount, approximated,

precise math meaning

perpendicular, greatest,

percent, cube, shape,

combined, compound,

least, greater, solved,

gridded, approximate, sides,

statement, equation, each,

equation, angle, fewest,

equal, grid, each, probability,

cost, equivalent, represent,

shape, perimeter, inches,

experimental

variable, diagram, greatest,

length, width,

inequality, fewer, line,
parallel, inches, positively,
equal, correlated, grid, cube,
angles, perpendicular,
circular, length, located,
amount
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Category

6th Grade

3rd Grade
rhombus,

11th Grade

4. Math specific words only

thousand, fraction, number

tenth, sine, cosine, tangent,

in math context

sentence, hexagon, octagon,

degrees, spherical, radii,

pentagon, trapezoid

radius, cylinder, diameter,
cylindrical, probability,
thousandth, percentage,
linear, kilometers,
centimeter

5. Math specific words but

rectangle, minutes, hours,

used in everyday language

quarter, nickel, dime, penny

Gallons

circles, minutes, miles,
triangle, rectangle,
rectangular

6. Homonyms

two

hour, weight, four

sign, plane, one, arc, two,
four, hour
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Category

3rd Grade

7. Occurs as different parts

rounded, number, square,

of speech

list, lists, listed

6th Grade
times, numbers, graph

11th Grade
round, projected, time,
graph, number, chart,
second,

8. Complex string of words

surface area, square inch,

square yard, square feet,

or phrases

cubic inches, square units,

scatter plot, upper quartile,

relative frequency

recursive formula, absolute
value, rate of change
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angle

listed

shape

change

lists

solved

dime

long

square

each

minutes

square

equal

nearest

straight

equation

nickel

table

fewest

number

thousand

fraction

number sentence

trapezoid

greater

octagon

two

greatest

parallel

width

greatest

penny

hexagon

pentagon

hours

perimeter

inches

perpendicular

least

problem

length

quarter

lines

rectangle

list

rounded
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amount

line

volume

approximate

numbered

weighed

area

numbers

weight

charge

ounce

costs

per

cube

percent

cubic inch

pounds

difference

probability

each

relative frequency

equal

rhombus

equation

scale

experimental

shape

feet

sides

four

square inch

gallons

square units

graph

surface area

grid

table

gridded

tails

heads

times

hour

value
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87

absolute value

cube

high

amount

cylinder

higher

angle

cylindrical

hour

angles

degrees

image

approximated

diagram

inches

arc

diameter

inequality

area

difference

kilometers

average

each

length

average

equation

line

base

equivalent

linear

center

face

located

centimeter

feet

measure

circles

fewer

median

circular

figure

meter

combinations

foot

miles

combined

four

minutes

compound

frequency

modeled

coordinates

function

models

correlate

greatest

nearest

cosine

grid

nearest

cost

height

one
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order

range

square yard

order

rate

statement

parallel

rectangle

statement

pattern

rectangular

table

per

recursive formula

tall

per

represent

tan

percentage

right

tenth

period

scatter plot

thousandth

perpendicular

second

translated

point

semicircle

triangle

point

set

two

positively

sided

units

probability

sine

upper quartile

product

sphere

variable

radii

spherical

radius

square feet
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